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WHEN AN IEP TEAM MEMBER GOES ROGUE: 

 Preventing and Responding to Common Employee Discipline Problems in the Special 
Education Context

Teacher discipline problems, when unaddressed, have a detrimental impact on the 
instructional program and the school climate. In the special education context, though, a 
teacher’s unprofessional conduct can have even higher stakes, undermining parent trust in school 
district programs and resulting in due process liability. This handout reviews some common 
discipline problems that occur during IEP meetings and provides guidance on how to prevent and 
address these problems while complying with the legal requirements that govern evaluation and 
discipline of certified staff.

Scenario One:  You have a team assembled to review a functional behavioral analysis and write 
a behavior intervention plan (BIP) for Donny, an ED student with significant behavioral and 
learning problems. Paula Psychologist is reviewing an intervention on the plan with parents. 
Before she is finished, Sally Social Worker interrupts and says “That intervention will be useless 
for this student. I have tried this repeatedly and he hasn’t responded. In fact, I think an 
intervention like this has limited value for most students who present with these problems.”

 Tips to Prevent:

 Don’t “pre-meet;” but come to a “meeting of the minds” on difficult cases.

 Seek out professional development that will assist team members in presenting 
comprehensive solutions to behavior and learning challenges.

 Train staff/model professional communications that allow for disagreement 
without compromising respect and parent trust.

 Tips to Respond:

 First, find the root of the problem. Is it a disciplinary issue for the social worker? 
Or, is the psychologist’s input truly inappropriate for the situation?

 In all situations where employee discipline is at issue, time is of the essence. Meet 
with the employee. Make sure to include the direct supervisor and union 
representation, if the employee is a union member.
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 Follow up in writing—even if no formal discipline is issued, the meeting to 
discuss the problem should be memorialized in a memorandum that is shared with 
all parties.

 Use the evaluation instrument to document and correct.

Scenario Two:  A team is assembled for an IEP.  Susie Speechpath has the floor. She discusses 
student’s significant receptive language difficulties and says “He could really benefit from 60 
minutes of individual speech, but I don’t have that kind of time in my schedule, unless something 
is changed. We will have to put him down for 30 minutes and see how it goes.”

 Tips to Prevent:  

 Be proactive—address caseload issues immediately.  

 Share expectations in regard to what types of information shared at the IEP table.

 Educate team members about FAPE requirement and what that means for each 
child.

 Tips to Respond:

 Meet, discuss, document—intervention must be documented.

 Supervision is key—related service providers have expertise, but they need to be 
supervised by administrators that can keep the whole program in mind.

Scenario Three:  A student with both learning disabilities and a physical handicap has 
transferred to a new school district. The new district convenes a team that includes an OT and PT 
who are employed by the local special education cooperative, not by the school district. The 
team concludes that 30 minutes per week of OT consult with the special education teacher is 
needed. The OT replies “Our coop guidelines provide for up to 20 minutes of consult. I will 
write in 20 minutes.”

 Tips to Prevent:

 Foster a close working relationship with cooperative—communicate District 
needs, expectations, make sure the cooperative staff are in the loop regarding 
nuances of certain cases.

 Work with cooperative so that their staff members are included in District 
professional development regarding IEP meetings.

 Tips to Respond:

 If unprofessional conduct is an issue, work with cooperative supervisors so that 
they can work to improve employee performance.
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Scenario Four:  An IEP is in process for second grader who is reading more than a year behind 
grade level. The parent wants a change of placement and has brought an attorney to the meeting 
for the first time. The attorney demands an explanation of the curriculum used to teach the child 
and a record of the child’s progress. The teacher who is instructing the child does not have this 
ready for the meeting, nor can she explain the curricular interventions being utilized.

 Tips to Prevent:

 Professional development on not just how to use curriculum, but to explain its 
benefits in layman’s terms.

 Set expectations for IEP preparations—what must staff have at a meeting?

 Provide leadership and guidance to staff members at every stage of the process.

 Tips to Respond:

 Consider taking a meeting “time-out,” or address other issues and circle back.

 Meet, discuss, document expectations for future IEPs—work with direct 
supervisor to stress the importance of being prepared.

 Use the teacher evaluation instrument.


